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Abstract—The promise of future generations of mobile commu-
nication, both 5.5 and 6G, is that of continued increases in capacity
and coverage of the wireless communication network together
with novel applications demanding higher levels of performance
between the mobile devices and their applications on servers in
the cloud. In addition, the growing shift towards virtualization of
network function itself offers perhaps the most stringent require-
ments on the network. To continue to offer ever higher capacities
and speeds, future networks will be required to further densify
addressing capacity and coverage demands through the use of small
cells or new radio spectral bands, such as 7-20GHZ or sub-THZ,
with inherently shorter range. Therein lies the dilemma. A denser
and ever more complex network of access points, with higher
speeds and performance, but continued pressure on the deployment
and costs. To address this challenge solutions which address all
aspects of the End to End network must be considered together –
the mobile access points, transport networks, deployment options,
and edge cloud all contribute equally to the success of the new
consumer and industrial applications promised for next generation
networks as well as the operation of the networks themselves. In this
paper we will outline the expected requirements of next generation
networks as well as new technologies and methods which address
the simultaneous challenges of higher capacity, lower costs, and
reliable deterministic performance.

Index Terms—5G, 5.5G, 6G, end to end networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE challenges society has felt during the recent pandemic
has clearly illustrated the growing reliance on communi-

cation – communication with each other as well as our work, our
schools, and our health providers. One month into the pandemic
we saw capacity grow by 30–50%, machine to machine traffic
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serving us increase by 100% and, unfortunately, a 40% increase
in malicious online attacks. [1] Future networks must be able to
support the growing reliance on our communications networks
with greater capacity and reliable, deterministic performance.

Future networks will continue the adoption of servers in
far edge and edge clouds to support both user and machine
applications as well as the operation of the network itself.
Connections between the users, the network, and the cloud will
require performance that is deterministic, meeting the different
application requirements of capacity, security, reliability, latency
and jitter. The number of network connections will grow, and
access points densify as capacity demand drives towards more
small cells and new radio spectral bands at frequencies which
have inherently shorter range. Driven by the need to support low
latency applications, new edge and far edge cloud data centers
will proliferate moving geographically closer to the end devices
to meet the shorter latency requirements.

This proliferation of network connections will encourage the
use of shared connections to reduce the cost of deployment
and cost of ownership of these networks rather than point to
point links typically used today. Clearly, the urgency to min-
imize deployment time and cost while increasing the number
of network connections will demand a diversity of solutions
depending upon available assets and capabilities. There will be
no single solution for next generation networks, but a set of
solutions which can be adapted to both meet the performance
requirements and minimize the cost of deployment.

Increased levels of integration of radio access points and opti-
cal fiber connections offer significant advantages in size, weight,
and power of the radio units as well as shifting processing from
the remote site to the cloud where it can be more economically
managed. The tighter integration can offer unique advantages,
particularly for massive MIMO arrays.

This paper will begin by detailing the expected requirements
for 5.5 and 6G networks in terms of the capacity and latency re-
quirements as well as the implication upon the distance between
the users and the edge cloud serving their application. Recog-
nizing that there will not be a single network transport solution
we will detail a set of optical solutions which support the growth
in capacity and performance for both IP/Optical networks and
PON based networks. In addition, we will share examples of
cross domain integration bringing significant advantages to 6G
networks.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of envisioned next generation access network.

II. 6G NETWORK REQUIREMENTS

With the rapid deployment of 5G underway, research has
shifted focus towards defining the vision and technologies for 6G
and there is already substantial consensus on the vision [2]–[7].
The creation and consumption of entire digital worlds, twins
of the physical world or virtual worlds, will be the hallmark
of the next decade. It will be the foundation for numerous
new use cases in a variety of domains such as entertainment,
education, healthcare, and remote control of machines much as
the multi-media experience is today. Dynamic, high resolution
mapping of cities in near-real time will require enormous amount
of capacity on the uplink and its consumption will require very
high throughputs on the downlink. With increasing automation
in driving, there will be substantially more opportunity to con-
sume large amount of content in vehicles, driving up the need
for outdoor capacity. New spectrum bands and extreme massive
MIMO and distributed MIMO base stations will be required
to achieve such capacities. A new generation of standards is
required to facilitate low cost implementation of such networks
and could potentially involve new waveforms, coding techniques
etc. Furthermore, wireless backhaul and fronthaul integrated
with access can facilitate lower cost deployment.

New immersive reality experiences in homes, factories and
enterprises will demand reliable networks with ultra-high
throughputs and low latencies. Examples of new use cases
are augmented reality, multi-sensory telepresence, industrial
co-design across factories, and cooperative robots requiring
remote navigation. Network with very high data rates possibly
exploiting spectrum available in mmWave and sub-THz bands
will be required.

Fig. 1 illustrates the system we envision for a future network
involving use of multiple spectrum bands and very large antenna
arrays interconnected by high data rate backhaul connectivity.
Furthermore, distributed MIMO processing should be optimally
split between the radio units at sites and the central processing
entity to optimize the bandwidth on the fronthaul links.

With increasing network densification, use of wide band-
widths, massive MIMO beamforming, and sophisticated AI

based signal processing built into the systems for communi-
cation, radio sensing from the same infrastructure is an exciting
new possibility for cellular networks. It can create new services
indoor and outdoor for operators to offer to customers. Optimiz-
ing the air-interface for joint communication and sensing can
result in significant deviation from current 5G specifications that
a new generation of air-interface will be more appropriate.

In order to estimate transport network requirements, we con-
sider a single cell, with the full utilization of wireless channel
resources and peak data rates. The expected frequency bands and
corresponding bandwidths and antenna arrangements have been
considered. Every new generation of wireless communications
standard so far has introduced wider carrier bandwidths along
with other improvements in comparison to the previous one.
Digital mobile communications started with 200kHz in 2G GSM
and evolved to 1.25 MHz/5 MHz in 3G, 10 MHz in LTE and now
to 100 MHz in 5G in the sub-6 GHz bands. It is essential that
the next generation systems are designed for wider bandwidth
carriers, for example, 400 MHz. New spectrum bands will be
made available in the time frame of 6G with such wider band-
widths such as the 7 GHz-20 GHz range or the sub-THz range
of 100 GHz – 300 GHz for short range applications. Today’s
mMIMO radio units for 5G are designed with 64 transceiver
chains and about 200 antenna elements in the 3.5 GHz band.
New spectrum in the 7 GHz to 10 GHz bands that may become
available for next generation will make it possible to deploy
arrays with at least four times as many antenna elements for
the same form factor. For example, in 7 GHz spectrum, it is
possible to have 1024 radiators in 37 cm × 71 cm, which is
about the size of a 5G mMIMO array. Larger arrays will need
to be exploited by supporting more simultaneous data streams
or users. Furthermore, various functional splits, assumed to be
equivalent to the current 5G ones, between the radio unit and
distributed baseband unit have been considered.

The data rate estimates are presented in Table I. Various
functional splits can be considered with different levels of
functionality in the radio unit and the distributed unit of the
base station [8], [9]. In 7-2 only the fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) and the first stage beamforming aspects of the Layer 1
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TABLE I
TRANSPORT NETWORK REQUIREMENTS – COLUMN TITLES DENOTE THE

APPLIED FUNCTIONAL SPLIT

processing are included in the radio unit. In other words, beam
space I-Q streams are transported to the base band unit. The
transport network requirement is calculated based on the number
of frequency domain symbols (which in turn depends on the
bandwidth), the resolution of each symbol, and the number of
streams.

In 7-3, in addition, channel estimation and interference re-
jection combining, or minimum mean squared error receiver
processing are also implemented in the radio unit and thus
detector outputs per layer are transported from the radio unit to
the base band unit. In the downlink, modulation symbol streams
are transported from baseband to radio unit for both 7-2 and 7-3.
In the case of F1, all Layer 1 and real-time Layer 2 functions
are included in the cell site and decoded information bits are
transported to the central unit. The figures in the table do not
include any compression of the streams and further reduction
in the transport requirements may be possible through the intro-
duction sophisticated compression schemes for 7-2 and 7-3. The
compressed data rates are not included in the table since further
work is required to determine the extent of compression that
can be achieved for the 6G fronthaul interface especially when
taking into account the latency implications of compression.
Prior work on compression has focused primarily on the CPRI
interface [10], [11].

III. OPTICAL NETWORK SOLUTIONS

A. Challenges in FH Transport

1) Cost Effective Capacity Scaling: With the expected in-
crease of both the radio bandwidth and the number of UL/DL
streams, the fronthaul (FH) transport throughput in 5.5G and 6G
RAN will increase dramatically, regardless of the chosen FSs.
As discussed in the previous section, FH capacity requirement
per single cell can go beyond 500 Gb/s. This is an order of
magnitude higher than the FH capacity requirement for today’s

5G networks. At large cell sites with multiple radio units (RUs),
the aggregated FH traffic might exceed 1 Tb/s or even 10 Tb/s.

To date, the capacity of 100 Tb/s per fiber can already be
achieved with advanced fiber transmission techniques [12].
Therefore, from the technical point of view, the FH capacity
demand of 5.5G and 6G networks can be attained in one way
or another. However, fiber transmission technologies developed
for long-haul, metro and datacenter interconnect networks bring
high cost, which is a big concern for the competitive RAN market
segment. It is getting more and more challenging to scale up the
capacity while reducing the cost per transported bit. Fortunately,
due to the maximum acceptable latency of 5.5G and 6G RANs,
the FH reach, which is already relatively short (<20 km), will
be further reduced. This relaxes the optical link budget and other
specifications, which allow to leverage low-cost components and
simplified architecture for FH optical transceivers to reduce the
cost.

In addition, although Radio over Fiber (RoF) had been pro-
posed as a lower cost solution for transport in earlier generations,
RoF has been used sparingly. Our conjecture is that the TCO as
well as the densification pressure to move to a larger number
of access point sites in 6G will increase the opportunity to use
this technology. Densification will be driven by the increased ca-
pacity demands, new bands with reduced propagation distance,
and increased use of multi-site technologies (such as dMIMO).
In addition, RoF, as detailed in this paper, has new capabilities
which reduce technical limitations which may have been present
in the past.

2) Reduced Latency and Jitter: In LTE and 5G FH networks,
the propagation delay, which is approximately 5 µs/km, domi-
nates the RAN latency. However, as the FH reach keeps decreas-
ing in 5.5G and 6G networks, the contribution of processing and
especially the decoding Forward Error Correction (FEC) latency
becomes more critical. As increasing the signal processing and
FEC complexity comes at a cost of increasing latency, optical
transceivers for 5.5G and 6G FH RANs might have a more
stringent latency requirement compared to its counterparts in
other optical networks (e.g. long-haul/metro/datacenter inter-
connect). This will create a distinct market segment for FH op-
tical transceivers and at the same time accelerate the integration
of optics with the RU as this approach would be greatly bene-
ficial in reducing the latency. Furthermore, for latency-critical
applications, novel FH transmission techniques with lean DSP
and without FEC will be of a great interest.

What might be more important than the latency itself is its
determinism. To be more precise, the requirement on one-way
delay (OWD) variation of packets (or “jitter”) will be more
stringent in 5.5G and 6G FH networks. Ethernet is low-cost
and flexible but this technology lacks determinism. Currently,
several projects for time-sensitive networking (TSN) are on-
going [13] to define Ethernet extensions for mobile fronthaul
applications [14]. These specifications, when fully developed,
will certainly play a critical role in 5.5G and 6G RANs. Another
approach is using a dedicated fiber to connect DU and RU. The
diversity of network assets and service priorities suggest that
dedicated fiber will continue as a viable deployment option in
5.5G and 6G RANs.
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Fig. 2. (a) – Experimental setup for 80 Gbaud PAM-8 IM/DD transmission over 10 km of SSMF; EA – Electrical amplifier. (b) – S21 response of the DML; (c)
– Sensitivity measurement in B2B and over 10 km; (d) – PAM-8 constellation over 10 km.

3) Deployment and Operation Constraints: For early-
deployed 5G networks, direct fiber connectivity (using a fiber
pair for connecting a DU with a RU) is a popular deployment
option as it benefits from the lowest cost gray optics and de-
terministic performance. This deployment, however, is feasible
only in fiber-rich areas. On the other hand, fiber resource is a
scarce asset in dense urban areas and in many cases, it may be im-
possible to deploy new fibers. Such situations will likely remain
unchanged for 5.5G and 6G networks. In addition, densification
of cell sites as well as small cells in 5.5G and 6G RANs will
demand more fronthaul connectivity. As a result, the adoption
of WDM technology in FH networks [15], where each antenna
site is allocated with a single or a group of wavelengths, will be
further accelerated. This, however, will create network operation
challenges as the transport equipment is now co-located with
radio equipment in a remote, outdoor environment. In addition,
the high cost of tunable WDM optical transceivers would repre-
sent a big barrier for large-scale deployment. For reducing the
end-to-end system’s cost, co-integration of the optics in the RU
is certainly an attractive direction.

B. PHY Layer Transport Solutions

In this sub-section, we will discuss several promising opti-
cal transport solutions for addressing both the near-term and
long-term challenges in 5.5G and 6G FH transport as outlined
above. We expect that there is no one-fits-all transport solution.
Instead, the most suitable transport solution will be defined for
each deployment scenario based on the fiber infrastructure and
network requirements.

1) High Spectral Efficiency Digital Radio Over Fiber: Cur-
rently, most of FH links use intensity-modulated direct detection
(IM/DD) transceivers with NRZ format offering a SE of 1
bit/symbol. That situation will change in 5.5G and 6G FH net-
works, where both IM/DD and coherent transceivers providing
significantly higher spectral efficiency (SEs) will be used based
on the capacity demand and the cost constraints.

In the fiber-rich areas, dedicated fiber connectivity with gray
optics is the preferred deployment option due the low-cost of

IM/DD transceivers. State-of-the-art IM/DD transceivers al-
ready offer data rates up to 100 Gb/s per lane (using PAM-4
format) over up to 10 km [16]–[17]. For achieving the next
logical data rate of 200 Gb/s per lane, a common approach is
doubling the symbol rate to 106.25 Gbaud [18], [19]. However,
in this case, achieving a reach of 10 km, which would be
required for covering FH networks, is extremely challenging
due to the significant impact of chromatic dispersion (CD) on
106.25 Gbaud system. A realistic target for 200 Gb/s PAM-4
IM/DD transmission, therefore, is only 2 km [18], which makes
it more suitable for intra-datacenter networks.

One promising approach for increasing the reach of 200 Gb/s
IM/DD system is to leverage a more spectral-efficient format at
a reduced baudrate. Perhaps, the most suitable option in this
direction is 80 Gbaud Nyquist -shaped PAM-8. This system
requires ∼40 GHz of bandwidth which can be effectively sup-
ported by commercial low-cost directly modulated laser (DML)
[20] and commercial CMOS DAC and drivers [21]. Fig. 2 shows
the experimental setup and transmission result for an 80 Gbaud
PAM-8 IM/DD system using commercial DML at 1312 nm and
a CMOS DAC. The DML has a 3-dB modulation bandwidth
of ∼34 GHz. The sensitivity measurements in B2B and over
10 km shown in Fig. 2(c) clearly indicate that BER below the
20% overhead FEC limit can be achieved. This result shows that
200 Gb/s over 10 km is achievable using commercial DML and
CMOS DAC.

Even though 200 Gb/s IM/DD transmission over 10 km is
achievable, its limited CD tolerance does not allow for multi-
plexing more than a few channels on a single fiber. Even for
100 Gb/s IM/DD transmission, multiplexing more than 4 chan-
nels at 10 km of reach is already very challenging. This problem
can be overcome using an advanced transmission technique
called vestigial sideband (VSB) discrete multitone (DMT). A
DMT ASIC [22] has been designed for such systems. Real-time
measurements of a 4 × 100 Gb/s VSB DMT transmission in
the C-band over distances up to 40 km are depicted in Fig. 3
[23]. This result indicates that VSB DMT format can effectively
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Fig. 3. Performance of real-time 4 × 100 Gb/s VSB DMT transmission in the
C-band at a received signal power of −1 dBm/channel.

mitigate the CD-induced performance penalty in IM/DD trans-
missions. As a result, it opens the door for massive WDM IM/DD
transmissions at data rates of 100 Gb/s per channel and beyond
for 5.5G and 6G FH networks.

Due to the many technical challenges for further increasing
the symbol rate and the intolerable impact of CD, 200 Gb/s is
likely the highest interface rate where IM/DD transceivers will
still be more cost-effective than coherent transceivers, especially
for 10 km of reach. For RoF applications of 400 Gb/s [24] per
channel and beyond, coherent receivers will likely be the most
attractive option if the latency constraints can be met given the
extensive signal processing required.

2) DSP Assisted Analog RoF: Low-PHY FS options (e.g.
option 6 and 7) certainly provide a big benefit in reducing the FH
capacity. On the other hand, the trade-off is that significant signal
processing power is required at the RU, e.g. FFT/iFFT and digital
beamforming (Fig. 4(a)). This increases the complexity, weight,
size, and power consumption of the RU. In many application
scenarios, complex and power-hungry RUs are not desirable. In
the light of that, FS option 8 might regain interest for 5.5G and
6G networks.

For efficiently implementing FS option 8, spectrally efficient
channel aggregation and de-aggregation will be required. Such
aggregation techniques can be implemented in the DSP domain
using either time-division multiplexing (TDM) [25], [26] or
frequency division multiplexing (WDM) [27], [28] and the
resulting transmission technique is called DSP-assisted analog
RoF [29] (Fig. 4(b)). A detailed total cost of ownership (TCO)
calculation in [29] suggests that DSP assisted analog RoF can
provide ∼2× reduction in the 10-year TCO compared to the
digital RoF option.

Another important feature of DSP assisted analog RoF is
that, with a clever choice of the channel aggregation and optical
modulation techniques, it is possible to “integrate” the optical
channel to the radio channel to form a single channel from the
baseband unit (BBU) to the end user [30]. In this case, the
encoding layer and equalization for the optical channel can be
removed as shown in Fig. 4(c). This transmission scheme is
referred to as the transparent digital RoF. The simplification of
transparent digital RoF scheme provides an efficient path for

integrating FH transport interface to the RU, which can enhance
the end-to-end system performance while reducing the cost.

The first demonstration of a transparent digital RoF scheme
supporting 64 × 400 MHz UL radio channels over 40 km of FH
link is shown in Fig. 5. In this scheme, radio signals from 64
antennas are aggregated using a TDM approach as illustrated in
Fig. 5(b). For the optical modulation, a single-sideband (SSB)
modulation technique with an optical I/Q modulator is adopted.
The benefit of SSB modulation is that the CD only leads to
a linear impairment which can be compensated at the BBU
through MIMO signal processing. This effectively means that
the channel distortions of both the wireless channel and the
optical channel are compensated by the BBU jointly. The results
obtained in [30] indicates that 40 km of fiber has negligible
impact on the end-to-end system performance, which confirms
that the presented scheme effectively removes the need for an
additional coding layer and equalization for the optical channel.

Transparent digital RoF technology is still in its infancy. The
added cost due to optical I/Q modulator and the complexity of the
KK front-end correction in the proposed scheme above should
be further evaluated. However, based on many potential benefits
of the transparent digital RoF concept, further research efforts in
this direction can bring great impact to 5.5G and 6G networks.

3) Analog RoF: In many application scenarios in 5.5G and
6G networks, such as distributed antennas systems (DAS) [31],
[32], lightweight, low-power consumption RU are strongly de-
sirable. In such cases, analog RoF, either directly at the RF
frequency or at an intermediate frequency (IF), can be a more
attractive solution compared to the digital RoF approach. Both
analog RoF and analog IF-RoF schemes aim to transport the
radio signals over the fiber channel without using a DAC/ADC
(Fig. 6). Compared to the IF-RoF scheme, direct RoF provides a
more simplified RRU architecture as it does not require a mixer.
However, direct RoF has a more stringent requirements on the
bandwidths and also the linearity and noise performance of the
optical modulator and photodetector.

Fig. 7 shows SNR measurements for direct analog RoF at
28 GHz of carrier frequency and IF-RoF at 3 GHz for a 64-
QAM OFDM signal with 800 MHz of bandwidth. The optical
modulator is a 25 GHz DML discussed before. One can note that,
for both cases, excellent performance can be achieved when the
input signal power is above −5 dBm (over 10 km). Both RoF
and IF-RoF cases show linear dependency between the input
signal power and the link SNR, which suggests that the nonlinear
distortion is negligible in the considered operation regime. Due
to lower modulation efficiency, the RoF scheme requires ∼ 6 dB
higher input signal power to achieve a similar link SNR as
compared to the IF-RoF scheme. Overall, the ability to operate
at relatively low input signal power (<−5 dBm) eliminates the
long-held concern about the impact of transceiver nonlinearity
[33], [34] on the transmission quality of an analog RoF system.
This result also indicates that the quality of commercial DML
might be already good enough to support analog RoF transmis-
sion even at 28 GHz. Once the quality of transmission is met,
the adoption of either RoF and IF-RoF solution will depend on
its cost and implementation efficiency and flexibility compared
to the digital RoF schemes discussed above.
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Fig. 4. (a) – FH transport with low-PHY FS (e.g. option 7.2) using digital RoF for massive MIMO applications; Due to the high capacity, more than one optical
transceiver pairs might be required to support one DU/RU connection; (b) – DSP assisted analog RoF transmission with FS option 8 and channel (de) aggregation;
(c) – Transparent digital RoF.

Fig. 5. (a) – Experimental setup for a transparent digital RoF transmission supporting 64 × 400 MHz UL radio channels using SSB optical modulation format
and Kramers-Kronig Rx front-end correction; inset shows the optical spectrum of the modulated signal with ∼27 GHz of optical bandwidth; (b) – TDM channel
aggregation technique.

IV. PON NETWORK SOLUTIONS

Mobile backhaul was originally comprised of T1/E1 TDM
circuits over copper and microwave facilities. In the voice-
dominated era, if more bandwidth was required, additional
circuits were added. With the coming of LTE at the beginning
of the last decade, the poor scalability of TDM circuits to meet

the demand of data services led to a transition to Ethernet-based
backhaul, with copper being replaced by fiber.

At the same time, GPON was on its way to becoming the most
widely deployed technology for FTTH. GPON also appeared to
be a good candidate for mobile backhaul. Commercial GPON so-
lutions satisfied backhaul requirements for capacity, latency, and
synchronization. Because of its point-to-multipoint topology,
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Fig. 6. (a) – Basic block diagram of a direct analog RoF transmission; (b)
– Basic block diagram of a direct analog IF-RoF transmission; LO – local
oscillator; PA – power amplifier.

Fig. 7. SNR measurement for RoF at 28 GHz and IF-RoF at 3 GHz with
800 MHz OFDM signal; The distance is 10 km.

it had the advantage of lower cost compared to point-to-point
fiber technologies, namely because of (1) fiber sharing, (2)
fewer optical interfaces and (3) low cost aggregation. Operators
with existing FTTH footprint could leverage PON backhaul for
faster-time-to market, either for their own mobile services or to
wholesale to others.

However, with few exceptions, GPON was not used for mobile
backhaul. The savings were not compelling enough compared to
the total cost of ownership of cellular macro cells; not enough for
operators to adopt a technology wholly unfamiliar to their mobile
network engineers. The lesson quickly learned was that PON
backhaul would only become attractive when cell sites were
deployed more densely. Not necessarily as densely as FTTH,
but more densely than macro cells.

Subsequently, hockey-stick shaped forecasts for LTE small
cells became prevalent. Again GPON appeared to be an ideal fit,
this time for small cell backhaul. However MNOs soon realized
that they could mostly satisfy bandwidth demands more cheaply
by upgrading macro cells rather than deploying denser small
cells.

We are now at the beginning of 5G. Many of the first 5G
radios were, not surprisingly, deployed at existing LTE cell sites.
However the promise of cell densification appears to be more real
than before. There is an expectation that sub-6 GHz spectrum
will not be able to keep pace with enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) demands, leading to the usage of mmWave spectrum.

mmWave, due to its limited propagation characteristics, may
need to be deployed more densely. Another use case, fixed
wireless access, is also expected to require cell densification,
whether mmWave or sub-6 GHz. The densification business
case is challenging and minimizing transport costs is critical.
PON technologies, especially when existing FTTH footprint can
be leveraged, will be impossible to be ignored for 5G. In fact,
operators are increasingly interested in mobile transport over
PON [35] and there is a new operator-initiated project in ITU-T
SG15/Q2 studying the use of TDM PONs for 5G backhaul and
midhaul, “G.sup.5GBH”.

Currently FTTH is in the early phase of its transition from
GPON to various flavors of 10G PON. 10G PONs have enough
capacity to satisfy FTTH demands for a long time. That ca-
pacity is also adequate for 5G backhaul and midhaul, although
may be lacking sufficient headroom to accommodate growth.
Accordingly, symmetrical 25GS PON [36], just now coming to
market, is seen as a better and perhaps ideal solution. Its optical
componentry is essentially the same as 10G PON, just leveraging
data center components for higher speed and launching a few dB
higher power.

The above discussion concerns TDM PONs. WDM PONs
have been a favorite topic of research for decades, but due to
expensive optics, lack of business needs and missing standards
there have been virtually no deployments so far. WDM PONs
provide a dedicated high-speed low latency static pipe to each
endpoint. While not a good fit for highly stat-muxable residential
traffic, it is a good fit for mobile fronthaul traffic, and may find
at least a niche application in this space.

A. PON Readiness for 6G Transport

The readiness of PON as a transport technology for 6G radio
networks (6G RAN) is evaluated against the requirements as
described in section II above.

First, 6G will be in open cloud-native networks deployed
in heterogeneous cloud environments. Transport networks will
be integrated into this architecture as disaggregated Software
Defined Network (SDN) controlled functions. The PON broad-
band access networks are already upgraded for open network
automation, providing a dynamic management of the OLT’s
aggregation mechanism with a SDN access controller. [37]
This can avoid overprovisioning and over-dimensioning, while
reducing the ever more important factor of energy footprint for
RAN transport. Openness is already established based on the
Yang model definitions for PON of Broadband Forum [38].
Evolving further from the first Transport Network (TN) 4G/5G
Slicing [39], the 6G era will have their own models that will
incorporate AI/ML natively.

The new immersive reality experiences will demand more
high-availability networks with low latencies. 6G transport in
cloud networks for end-to-end virtual function interconnect can
be based on the evolution of Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF)
implementation agreements for mobile transport [40]. The PON
networks will be part of an ‘access E-line’ service with associ-
ated Class of Services (CoS) and service monitoring (Service-
OAM). With this E-line the necessary availability (service up
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time of more than five-nines) can be architected including distri-
bution via PON. Active/stand-by redundancy of OLT and shared
feeder sections, even with simplex ONU (Type-B protection)
[41] are considered as fitting RAN connectivity requirements
even for the critical 6G network services in a cloud environment.

TDM PON’s DBA latency has been considered to be in-
compatible with the HARQ-loop and low latency requirements
of <100µs including additional L2 switching delays in the
nodes and propagation delays. The work in both O-RAN and
ITU-T on transport convergence includes the standardization
of Cooperative Transport Interface (CTI) for eCPRI fronthaul
[42], which enables cooperation between mobile scheduler (in
the O-DU) and PON TDMA schedulers in order to decongest the
traffic flows and achieve ultra-low latency at higher data-rates
as it avoids upstream buffering in ONU.

This readiness check finally includes the transport capacity
dimensioning, of future higher speed PON technologies for
ultra-high throughput depending on the enormous amount of
capacity on the uplink and very high throughputs on the down-
link as addressed in the next section.

B. Xhaul Traffic Requirement for 6G

The theoretically calculated peak traffic requirements assum-
ing perfect channel conditions for a single cell of the config-
urations in Table I scale linearly with carrier bandwidth and
spatial streams (MIMO layers). However, due to the radio chan-
nel conditions and the user traffic statistics in the multi-cell
environment, the theoretical peak is rarely achieved. Therefore,
to understand the statistical nature of the traffic at different xhaul
interfaces, we conducted system level radio simulations for 5G
scenarios as specified by 3GPP and reported for the first time a
detailed xhaul traffic analysis in [43].

The radio units assumed for the system level radio simulations
in [43] have carrier frequency of 3.5 GHz, carrier bandwidth of
100 MHz and support 4 spatial streams. The simulation program
generates the eMBB type of data traffic per user. The radio
scheduler uses a proportional fair scheduling algorithm while
considering the radio channel conditions and corresponding link
adaptation techniques to achieve a certain Block Error Rate
(BLER) target (e.g., 10% in the case of eMBB services). The
output of the simulation is the time-series of UE scheduling
information in the downlink direction for each radio slot of 0.5
ms. The UE scheduling information is then used to calculate
xhaul traffic demand for each cell per radio slot at the F1 (HLS)
interface, split 7.3 and split 7.2× low layer split (LLS) interfaces.
In the xhaul traffic analysis, 95%-ile values are used from the
distribution of the sum of F1 traffic requirements of a certain
number of cells per radio slot, whereas maximum (i.e., 100%-ile)
values are used for LLS traffic requirements. As F1 interface
traffic is latency-tolerant for eMBB services, the instantaneous
traffic exceeding the provisioned capacity will not necessarily
lead to packet loss. However, as LLS traffic is latency sensitive,
it needs to be provisioned for the maximum requirement. Since
we want to calculate the mean xhaul traffic requirements for
the aggregation of multiple cells, the traffic requirements from
multiple randomly combined cells of a given group size is

Fig. 8. 6G xhaul traffic requirements for sub-6Ghz radio example.

averaged (e.g., taking the mean of 50 random combinations of
10 cells from the 57-cell scenario).

In this paper, we use the xhaul traffic analysis from [43] for a
fully loaded radio network and extrapolate the results based on
6G radio configuration for sub-6GHz band radio units in Table I.
The extrapolation involves multiplying the traffic requirements
by a factor of 4 considering it has same carrier bandwidth but
supports 4× spatial streams compared to the simulated 5G radio
unit. The results for this extrapolation are shown in Fig. 8.
They show that the theoretical peak traffic for LLS split 7.2 is
∼2× higher than the traffic from the simulated multi-cell radio
network scenario described in [33]. In case of LLS split 7.3 and
F1 interface, the theoretical peak traffic is ∼5–6× higher than
the traffic from simulated scenario. This is due to the realistic
channel conditions in a multi-cell environment and UE traffic
statistics. The results in Fig. 8 only provide a guideline towards
the evolution of traffic requirements in 6G RAN and they need
to be refined with a similar xhaul traffic analysis of [43] based
on system level simulations of 6G RAN and future user/machine
applications. In the meantime, if we assume that PON solutions
become interesting at minimum of 8 cells per PON, we see the
minimum PON speeds (assuming 80% effective throughput after
overhead):
� F1 HLS requires a 25G PON
� 7.3 LLS requires a 25G PON
� 7.2 LLS requires a 200G PON

C. 6G Cell Cluster Dimensioning for Future TDM-PON Rate
Evolution

The results in Fig. 8 show that the statistical traffic on all
xhaul interfaces results in a significantly lower capacity than the
sum of peak capacities of a set of cells. Therefore, the transport
capacity for aggregating multiple cells can be dimensioned for a
lower than peak capacity to optimize the transport costs. Based
on the simulation results presented in Fig. 8, we consider that
20% of the peak capacity of F1 and split 7.3 and 50% of the
peak capacity of 7.2 split fronthaul is actually realized in a multi-
cell environment. Using these factors, we can further calculate
the transport dimensioning requirements for large networks. We
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Fig. 9. 6G cell F1 interface dimensioning for TDM-PON rate evolution.

TABLE II
PON CAPACITY REQUIRED FOR 6G TRANSPORT USE CASES ASSUMING 8

CELLS PER PON AND PEAK TRANSPORT RATES PER CELL AS SHOWN

IN TABLE I

now focus on the F1 interface transport capacity dimensioning
which is based on a previous NGMN study about the transport
dimensioning of LTE backhaul [44]. The transport dimensioning
rule used in this study for a N cell cluster is:

Transport capacity = 1 ∗ peak + (N − 1) ∗mean.

The mean value in this case is the F1 rate at 20% of the peak
capacities from Table I. Based on this formula, transport dimen-
sioning requirements for different radio frequency scenarios of
Table I can be calculated. These requirements can be then easily
translated in terms of #cells that can be aggregated over future
TDM-PON rate evolutions which is visualized in Fig. 9. Again,
assuming that PON only becomes interesting when it can support
at least 4 and more likely 8 radios, we can see that 25G PON,
as noted already noted above, is enough to support transport for
the sub-6 GHz band. At least 50G PON will be required for
the mmWave band and possibly 100G PON, and 200G PON for
sub-THz. Even 200G PON will be borderline for the 7–20 GHz
band.

Table II summarizes the PON capacity required for the 6G
use cases analyzed in this paper. Recall that we have assumed no
compression for 7.3 and 7.2 fronthaul; compression would ease
the capacity requirements. Also, for F1 HLS we have assumed
the ratio of downlink to uplink traffic in Table II. In the worst
case, at any given moment, all 6G resources could be allocated

to the downlink or the uplink. However, if such cases are only
momentary, the transport can cope with it.

D. Brief Forecast of the Implementation of NG PONs

How will PON capacity evolve to support the transport capac-
ity requirements of 6G? After 25G PON will be 50G PON. A
single-wavelength asymmetric (maximum 25G upstream) 50G
PON standard has just been approved by ITU-T [45]. It will
likely depend on a high power 50G OLT transmitter and strong
DSP equalization of a 25G-class receiver at the ONU [46]. For
that reason commercial deployments are expected to start only
in the second half of this decade.

As 25G PON will be the last generation of TDM PON that
can be realized without optical amplification, 50G PON may be
the last generation of TDM PON that employs IM-DD. While
it may be possible to place enough optical amplification at both
the transmitter and receiver to overcome at least 29 dB optical
path loss at 100G [47], it may not be practical, and what about
higher optical path losses of 32 dB or more? Unless there are
further innovations in IM-DD, 100G is likely the tipping point
for PON in the adoption of coherent technology. We would
not expect 100G PON to re-use the conventional DP-QPSK
transceivers used in the core, metro and datacenter interconnect
spaces. These high-performance modules cost thousands of
dollars and are not likely to cost-erode to PON price points
in the required timeframe. A performance-cost trade-off will
be necessary. 100G single wavelength coherent PON has been
a research topic for several years and a concise survey of this
field is available [48]. Also, there may be synergies with the
intra-data center ecosystem, which may face a similar challenge
with IM-DD at 200G per wavelength at reaches as low as 10 km.

Finally, it’s difficult to imagine how 200G PON might be
realized without coherent reception.

E. Nested PONs for Long Distance Mid and Fronthaul

In this section we introduce an approach for smoothly migrat-
ing mobile macro cell networks towards heterogeneous ultra-
dense networks by attaching small cells over fronthaul links
later on. We consider the case of a backhaul / midhaul link to
a macro cell being provided over a residential FTTH PON, and
show how the small cells can then be served from the macro cell
over fronthaul links across the drop section of the PON [49]. At
the beginning of this Section IV, it has been discussed that the
business case for such scenarios can be challenging, and that a
potential driver for this may come up with the introduction of
mmWave small cells. The xhaul architecture discussed in this
part now is based on the assumption that the business case will
be positive. As shown below, this architecture does not need
much modification of the passive ODN, and no modification
of the active system equipment. So it is actually an optional
modification that can be realized at any time later on, when a
network is to be highly densified.

In the network scenario shown at the top of Fig. 10 the mobile
service area coincides with a residential FTTH service area,
both being attached to a common edge cloud using a power
splitter based PON. It is assumed that the service area is located
at a distance that would typically not allow the antenna sites
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Fig. 10. Nested PON architecture for long distance midhaul and local fronthaul
using a modified remote splitter node (yellow) for looping back fronthaul signals
within the drop section (top); and internal architecture of the modified remote
splitter node (bottom) [49].

to be connected via the LLS interface, i.e., at up to 20 km
(200 µs round trip delay) from the edge cloud. The midhaul data
transmitted between the CU in the edge cloud and the DU at the
macro site are transported over the (red) PON, e.g., XGS-PON,
containing the F1 data for both the macro cell and for the nearby
small cells. After further processing the data for both types of
cells in the DU, the LLS fronthaul data are transferred to the
macro cell RU via a local connection, and to the small cell RUs
using the (blue) PON, e.g., 25G PON, between the OLT at the
macro cell site and the ONUs at the small cell sites.

For meeting the low latency requirements of fronthaul links,
the blue short-reach PON is operated only in the distribution
section of the main (red) long-reach PON. To accomplish this,
the remote splitter node (yellow) is modified by adding a few
passive components (bottom of Fig. 10): diplexers extract/add
the downstream and upstream wavelengths of the blue PON
from/to the drop fibers connecting the power splitter with the
macro cell and with the small cells. A second, low split ratio
power splitter (here 1:2) is added for connecting the small cells
with the macro cell as shown in the figure. The number of
small cells added per macro cell within a given residential PON
depends on the environment (dense urban, urban, rural). It will,
however, in any case be a small number (<8) which, together
with the short fiber distances in the drop section, will allow
for using PON equipment made for very low loss ODNs (not
more than 15 dB). Since the small cells are attached over the
drop fibers of the FTTH network, they must be connected using
diplexers in the field, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 10.

The modification of the remote splitter can be accomplished
by either replacing the existing power splitter with a fully in-
tegrated internal structure as shown in the figure. Alternatively,
the added low ratio splitter is externally attached via diplexers to
the respective ports of the existing splitter. The latter approach
needs more floor space and may induce slightly higher losses,
but it has less impact on the operational network, as only few
ports will be affected by a short downtime.

The FTTH service is assumed to be transmitted either together
with the backhaul / midhaul traffic using the red (XGS) PON,
or alternatively using a third PON system, e.g., GPON. Such
combinations can be used as long as the wavelength ranges of the
PON systems do not overlap which is true for any combination
of GPON, XGS-PON and 25GS-PON.

V. CONCLUSION

The promise of 6G brings new applications to serve both
consumer and enterprise applications with higher levels of
performance and capacity than available today. The challenge,
however, is that the total cost of ownership (TCO) of this
new network with its higher density and higher performance
cannot scale with the increase in capacity or performance.
The worldwide communications market revenue has flattened
in recent years, and thus there will be little opportunity for
exceptional investment on 6G networks – the imperative is that
6G deployments bring a similar or declining TCO as compared
to the 5G networks of today. Advanced automation and greater
use of virtualization will bring efficiencies and lower costs to
network operations. The cost of deployment of the new high
performance and densified transport network with its high
costs of civil engineering remains the most significant barrier
to delivering on this 6G promise. The drive towards lower
TCO in 6G networks will demand deployment of networks
that leverage, to the greatest degree, the lowest cost solution
available to the network provider. That will be different in
different geographies and with different providers and thus will
require a multitude of flexible options and solutions. There will
NOT be a single solution for 6G deployment.

In this paper we have described several different solutions
each of which can meet the performance requirements of 6G
given different available assets. New lower cost P2P fiber so-
lutions will improve connection to existing sites as well as
for new densification. To drive down the size, weight, cost,
power consumption, and rent of remote radios, RoF solutions
offer great benefit at TCO reduction, particularly for remote
units with high antenna count as needed for massive MIMO
deployment. PON solutions for 6G offer significant TCO benefit
particularly for those providers that already have PON based
FTTH deployments available.
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